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INTRODUCTION 

A horizontal loop electromagnetic and a total field 

magnetic survey were carried out for Dome Exploration 

(Canada) Ltd. on Project 312 Misehkow Lake Claims, Ontario in 

March, April and May 1937. Parts of the Misehkow River were 

not surveyed due to the poor ice condition encountered late 

in the winter. 

The property consists of 50 unpatented mining 

claims, a list of which is located at the hack of this 

report. 

The surveyed area is located on and around the 

Misehkow River, approximately 60 km. south east from the town 

of Pickle Lake, Ontario, from where access was made by fixed 

winy aircraft. 

The purpose of the surveys was to locate subsurface 

geo-electrical conductors and outline magnetic geological 

structures which may prove conducive for gold 

mineralization. 

Eleven conductors were located. A number of 

distinct magnetic features were outlined, some represeting 

iron formational units. 

The accompanying maps show the area surveyed and 

the results obtained. 

A technical data sheet is appended to this report. 
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tGSTHOD A?:P INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS - ELECTRO? :AG:.T:TTC SURVEY 

Ope ra tin/; Pr.inclpl 0 : V.'lien an electrical conductor is subjected to a 

primary alternating field, a secondary current Is .'induced in the 

conductor. This current produces a secondary al toniatuij; field 

which to^other with the primary field produces a resultant field of 

different amplitude and phase from the applied primary field. These 

dif r rencos may indicate the presence of a conductor. 

Operat i on: The battery-powered transmitter sots up a primary field 

will le the in-phase and out-of-.maso (quadrature) components of the 

complex secondary vortical field are detected by a receiving coil 

.an ri measured by menus of n compensator-am;1.! if tor unit located a fixed 

distance from the transmitter unit. These1 parai.ie •; ers are expressed 

in percentage of the primary field. 

Conduc tor Roco1"-nl i: i on : The typical curve over a siceply-il ippin/; conductor 

shows a low (ne/vat Lvo - p.rontor than .">,'•) over Lac coni re of the 

conductor, flanked by positive readings on both sides of the conductor. 

both (.ho in-phase and the: on t-of—phase components usually produce 

tlie same general shape of curve. An asymmetrical curve may indicate 

one or more of the following conditions: (l) more than one conductor 

{;.') variable conductive overburden (3) a shallow dipping conductor, 

Conductivity Determination: The ratio of the amp li tudes of the two 

measured components, lii-phase to on t-of-phase , i s directly proportional 

to the conductivity of the conductor, in areas of uon-conducti.ve 

overburden,, 

Conductor Location: For a single conductor, both component readings art 

normally zero when either the transmitting or receiving coll is 

directly above the conductor. The location of the conductor is calcu

lated by adding; one-half the distance between the trar-sml tt in,'; coil 

and the receiving coil (coil interval) to the co-ordinate at which 

the readings are /.oro. A unique solution is general .1 y not por.s. b > 

in the case of multiple conductor.-, spaced 1 es.s I has one coll. interval 

apart. This results in the possibility that an apparently wide 

conductor may actually consist of two or nore narrow conductors. 

Depth of Penetration: The maximum depth of penetration for detection of 

a steeply-dipping conductor in a f.eo-eloctr i cal 1 y neutral background 

is about 0,7 timer, the coil interval. Over iter;i '.--.outal or .flatly-

dipping conductors, penetration of up to 1.3 times the coil interval 

is possible. 
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RESULTS 

MAGNETIC SURVEY 

The magnetic readings obtained and posted were 

contoured by Dome Exploration (Canada) Limited. 

The survey results outline a number of NW trending long 

linear magnetic features separated by very non-magnetic regions. 

There is a narrow magnetic feature, r<0 to 7 5 metres 

wide extending from L 4G+G0E, 8+00N (Map S7-31-B) to L 26+00E, 

6 + 00N (Map 87-81-C). Magnetic values are as high as 64,000 gammas 

with the average being around 61,400 gammas. Sub-parallel to this 

is a second very narrow (50m) magnetic band extending from L 

40+00E, 6+00N (Map 87-81-C) to L 26+00E, 6+0 ON' where it 

intersects with the previous band. Magnetic values are typically 

up to 61,000 gammas. Along strike of this there is a very narrow 

(25ni) negative anomaly extending from L 24+OOE, 5 + 25N to L 

19+00E, 5+12N (Map 87-81-C). Values are as low as 57,448 gammas 

(L 23+00E, 5+25N Map 87-81-C). Coincident with this low magnetic 

anomaly and the previous magnetic band is conductor #1. There is 

a magnetic correlation with the conductor; the low magnetic 

amplitudes suggest pyrrhotite. 
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The background "quiet" magnetic area north and west of 

this long magnetic feature have values around 60,200 gammas (L 

33+ 00E, 7+00N Map 37-31-B). These values increase to the west 

to 61,000 gammas at L 11+00E, 3+00M, Map 87-31-D, where magnetic 

values are higher and more spotted in appearance. 

Southeast of the Misehkow River, is a long band of iron 

formation extending from L 50+00E, 0+75N, (Map 37-81-B) to L 

30+00E, 0+50S (Map 87-31-D'. Magnetic values reach as high as 

103,000 gammas (L 38+00E, 0+62-5S, Map 87-81-B) with values in 

the low 70,000 gamma range being more typical. This feature 

pinches and swells being narrowest on L 46+00E and widest around 

L 35+OOE.Conductor -7 is coincident witn this iron formational 

u n i t. 

A. second very high magnetic feature extends from L 29+ 

GOE, 3+00N (Map 87-31-D) to L14+O0E, 3 t-00N (Map 87-81-C). 

Values are again typically in the low 70,000 gamma range with 

high values up to an off scale reading. This iron formational 

unit is widest on L2G+00E (100m) and narrowest on L 20+OOE { 25m) 

(Map 87- 31-C). No conductor is associated with this feature. 

The high values,similar trend and apparent 350 metre 

offset of this if unit and the preceding one suggest they may be 

faulted parallel to the line direction between lin.js 30+00E and 

29+00E, (Map C7-B1 - 0 ) . More evidence would be required to 

verify this suggestion. 

Along the strike of this second iron 'formational unit is 

another highly magnetic zone extending from I.iO+OOE, 3+00N, (Map 

87-31-C to the edge of the claim boundary on L2+00E, 2+50N map 

87-31-E.) Values up to 85,000 gammas are observed with values in 

the 65,000 gammas range being more typical. 
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Southeast of these iron formation units the magnetic 

background is quite flat yet increasing in amplitude toward the 

west. L 31+00E, 3+00S Map 87-81-D has a value of 60,250 gammas 

increasing to 61,000 gammas on L 7+00E, 2+50S. (Map 87-81-E). 

This is attributed to increasing amounts of magnetite in the host 

rock . 

There are a number of less spectacular magnetic 

features spotted throughout the surveyed area. For example, there 

is a linear feature made up of local "highs" and "lows". It 

extends from L 28+OOE, 5 + 50S (Map 87-81-D) to L I6+00E, 5 + 50S, 

(Map 87-31-C). 

On Map 87-81-E there is a magnetically disturbed zone 

from L 33+OGE, 10+00S to L 25+OOE, 10+005 extending south 

eastwardly to the edge of the surveyed area. It is made up of 

lof-ai hiyhs and lows resulting in a magnetically disturbed 

pattern which indicates a different more magnetic rock-type. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY 

The horizontal loop survey located eleven conductors. 

Nine have some magnetic correlation and two (#2, #9) do not. Many 

are quite long and linear. The accompanying table lists and 

defines the conductors located. The depth estimates and 

conductivity thickness product, (OX), were calculated using the 

thin ribbon conductor model. 

There are a number of positive peaked pairs noted on 

the inphase response of the HLEM survey (L 23+00E,2+75N and 3+75N 

Map 87-80-C). These are caused by the extremely magnetic rock 

located between the two peaks and are not considered conductors. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Further geoghysics should be carried out across the 

Misehkow River to completely define the association between 

conductors #4,5 and 6. There appears to be some faulting or 

drag folding between #4 and #5 and again between #5 and #6i 

Completing the HLEM survey across the river on lines 19+00E 

to 24+00E would help to clarify this. A 50 metre coil 

interval used on L 24+00E would improve the definition and 

therefore the interpretation of conductor* 45 and #6. This 

should be completed prior to drilling unless the geology 

dictates otherwise. 

Conductor #7 is of interest because it ends 

abruptly between lines 37+OOE and 33+00E, at its strongest 

point. The magnetic survey suggests no structural reason for 

this. A drill hole on line 38+00E of conductor f*V is 

recommended. 

All the conductors merit drill testing. The data 

presented should be used in conjunction with the known 

geology to plan further work. 

GEOSEARCH CONSULTANTS LIMITED 

•x? nJ-C<^~ 

Louis Racic. B.Sc. 

Geophysicist 












































